
Intervy Enterprise:
Chat with Your

Documents

1. Instant, Intelligent
Access to
Organizational
Knowledge

Say goodbye to laborious,
time-consuming data
searches. Intervy Enterprise
equips your employees with
an AI-powered virtual
assistant that dives deep into
your company's knowledge
base, instantly fetching vital
information on demand,
exactly when it's needed. 

Intervy Enterprise reshapes the way your employees access
and use the vast wealth of knowledge within your organization.
Deployed securely under your control, as an AI-based data
concierge, Intervy Enterprise allows your team to discover
relevant information using natural language, irrespective of the
specific location, or document where the information is stored.
Say goodbye to information overload and inefficiency and
welcome a new era of simplicity and productivity with Intervy
Enterprise. 



3. A Bespoke Solution,
Tailored for Your
Business

Data privacy and security is
an uncompromising aspect of
Intervy Enterprise. Our
solution adheres to Microsoft
Azure's stringent data privacy
standards and regulations,
deploying directly onto your
own infrastructure to ensure
complete control and
security. Key features
include: 
Your Data Stays Within Your
Environment: By deploying
on your infrastructure, your
data never leaves your
perimeter, providing you with
peace of mind regarding data
control. 
No Data Retention: Intervy
Enterprise does not store
your company's queries or
retrieve any personal data
from the text you provide,
ensuring there is no
........................

We understand that every
organization has its unique
challenges and demands.
That's why Intervy Enterprise
offers you the flexibility to
shape the platform to your
precise needs and workflows.
From integrating seamlessly
with your existing systems to
customizing the user
interface and experience,
Intervy Enterprise smoothly
adapts to your business
environment. 

2. Data, Privacy, and
Security

unnecessary data retention.
Rest easy knowing your data
is in secure hands with
Intervy Enterprise. We're not
just about efficient
knowledge retrieval; we're
about doing it the secure
way. 



Contact us:
hello@intervy.app
intervy.app

Intervy is revolutionizing the knowledge retrieval
journey in organizations worldwide. With Intervy
Enterprise, we're raising the bar, offering a data
concierge service tailored to your organization's
unique needs. Stepping into the Intervy world is a
breeze. The journey could be as swift as a few
hours to set up a new environment. However, we
recommend starting with a Proof of Concept
(POC) to get a hands-on experience with your
documents in your environment. This POC paves
the way for a custom production launch and
support roadmap. You can choose to manage
Intervy Enterprise entirely in-house or securely
outsource it to us while it resides within your
Azure tenant. Are you ready to redefine your data
accessibility and empower your workforce? Get in
touch today to explore how Intervy Enterprise can
supercharge your business. 

Simplified Implementation,
Profound Results 


